Our Lady of La Salette Prophecy Decoded Pt 1
On this program I want to vary a little bit from Bible prophecy and
instead talk about a prophecy which the Blessed Virgin Mary gave way
back in 1846 to two shepherd children, Melanie Calvat and Maximin
Giraud in La Salette, France.
And these are critical prophecies for our
End Times and up until now, no one has
understood the prophecy. And that's one
reason why you can tell that they are
more important for these End Times
because now they are being decoded by
yours truly.
And the reason no one has understood
this prophecy is because they have
assumed that all of the events are in
chronological order and that's a huge
mistake; they jump all over the place.
And what Mary did was divide the
prophecy up into seven different
sections. Now, within each section, the chronology is perfect, it is
exact, and that's important to understand if we are going to understand
the prophecy. And what's important about Apocalyptic Literature is it
becomes MORE important as we enter into the End Times. And the La
Salette prophecy is also unique because I can't think of any other
Marian prophecy that is Apocalyptic Literature. She's given many other
prophecies but this is the only one that needs a co-prophet, for
example. And it follows the other rules of Apocalyptic Literature. In
other words: sacred numerology is very important because God often
talks to us through numerology and the symbolic interpretation takes
precedence over the literal interpretation.
So now, I want to show you a slide of the seven sections of the La
Salette prophecy; and as you can see, the title of the first one is, 'God
will Abandon Mankind', and the first date is 1858. Now, I have given
all of these titles; these are not part of the original prophecy. I give
these titles in order to separate the different sections. The dates,
however, are given by Mary, as I will explain in a few minutes. This first
section is: 'God will Abandon Mankind' and the date is 1858 and
Mary speaks to Melanie: 'Melanie, what I am about to tell you now
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will not always be a secret. You may make it public in 1858.' So,
we see that in this first section, Mary gives a specific year and she
does the same with all of the ensuing sections and this is very
important; this is how we know that Mary is going back and starting a
new section because she starts each section with a new year.

Now, continuing with section one, I'm going to use color coding to
show you the numerology. So, right off the bat, Mary uses sacred
numerology to teach us the prophecy. And I have color-coded this so
you can see, for example, the seven faults of the priests: 'The priests,
ministers of my Son, the priests, by their wicked lives, by their
irreverence and their impiety in the celebration of the Holy
mysteries, by their love of money, their love of honors and
pleasures, and the priests have become cesspools of
impurity. (These prophecies could come right out of today's
headlines.) Yes, the priests are asking for vengeance and
vengeance is hanging over their heads. Woe to the priests and to
those dedicated to God who by their unfaithfulness and their
wicked lives are crucifying my Son again! The sins of those
dedicated to God cry out towards Heaven and call for vengeance,
and now vengeance is at their door for there is no one left to beg
mercy and forgiveness for the people. There are no more
generous souls. There is no one left worthy of offering a stainless
sacrifice to the Eternal for the sake of the world.'
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Did you notice the numerology? There were seven evils listed for the
priests. Seven is probably the most important End Times number. The
word 'vengeance' is listed four times. That word is found in only one
other place in this prophecy of La Salette. That is very typical of End
Times prophecy. A word will be repeated very close to each other and
then rarely mentioned anywhere else. Four is the second most
important number in End Times prophecy. But Mary does not
completely put down the priesthood, because she mentions the word
'priest' five times; that's her number. Thus she is saying that some
priests are evil but not all priests. Even though she doesn't spell that
out, that's what she is talking about.
The rest of this section one of the La Salette
prophecies is a warning to the rest of
us: 'God will strike in an unprecedented
way. Woe to the inhabitants of the earth!
God will exhaust his wrath upon them
and no one will be able to escape so
many afflictions together.' So, we started
in 1858; we went up to the priests who were
failing in their vocation, that would probably
start in the 60s or 70s or 80s, and now this
'woe, woe, woe to the inhabitants of the
Earth', that is a direct reference to
Revelation, chapter 8, verse number 13,
which happens to be a reference to me,
yours truly. And that’s my job to cry
out 'woe, woe, woe to the inhabitants of the earth'. Now, why is it
important that my book, 'Revelation Unraveled', is referred to here?
That is because it was published in 2007; in other words, another
marker date.
Mary addresses the next part of this section to the Bishops and the
Cardinals: ‘The chiefs, the leaders of the people of God have
neglected prayer and penance, and the devil has bedimmed their
intelligence. They have become wandering stars which the old
devil will drag along with his tail to make them perish. God will
allow the old serpent to cause divisions among those who reign
in every society and in every family. Physical and moral agonies
will be suffered.’ As I say, the chiefs and the leaders refer to the
Bishops and Cardinals in the Catholic Church. So now, we are up to
the years, probably, 2010- 2012, somewhere in that time frame which
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came after the priests. They were exposed, remember, most likely
during that Boston Globe's series of articles; and the exposure of these
Bishops and Cardinals, as covering up for the priests, comes later than
that. And this reference to the Bishops and Cardinals, the chiefs and
the leaders, coincides with Revelation, chapter 12, verse number 4
where the dragon drags a third of the stars from the heavens. And I've
always said that reference in the book of Revelation has to do with the
clergy; that's what the 'stars' refers to.
And now we come to the title of this section: 'God will abandon
mankind to itself and will send punishments which will follow one
another for more than 35 years.' So, has this happened yet? I don’t
believe it has. Now, we are coming to the end of this first section and
Mary is talking about an End Times event. God does not abandon
mankind until the start of the Great Tribulation leading up to
Armageddon. And what do those '35 years’ represent? I believe that is
a symbolic number. I don't think the tribulation is 35 years long, I think
it is 3.5 years long. And I believe you have to consider the symbolic
interpretation ahead of the literal interpretation.
And continuing with this section: 'The Society of men is on the eve of
the most terrible scourges and the gravest events. Mankind must
expect to be ruled with an iron rod and to drink from the chalice
of the wrath of God.' So, we’ve seen that a lot of the events in this
first section have already occurred, but this event has not occurred.
This occurs at the very end. She says the 'most terrible’ and the
'gravest'; those are superlatives, the worst ever, in other words, and
being 'ruled with an iron rod' refers to the reign of the Antichrist. And
following that comes the wrath of God. That's the last phrase in this
first section and that only occurs at Armageddon.
So let's do a summary of this first section and you will see that it is in
precise chronological order. The chronology starts with 1858, that's the
first year that Mary gives. It goes up to the bad priests which were
exposed in 2002, primarily, with that Boston Globe. It goes up to my
book in 2007: 'woe, woe, woe to the inhabitants of the earth'. It
continues to the cover up by the Bishops and Cardinals which I believe
were primarily exposed starting in 2012 and right up to the present
time. And then we continue up to the reign of the 'iron rod’ which
means under the Antichrist. And then Mary concludes with the very
end times event and that would be Armageddon. Now, if you didn't
understand that Mary now goes back to an earlier date, everything that
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follows this in the La Salette prophecies, you would assume comes
after Armageddon. You would either have to interpret Armageddon as
not being Armageddon or you would have to interpret everything after
this passage as being End Times events and they’re not.
If you understand the chronology, we now go back to 1859 which I
call, 'The True Pope Versus the False Prophet 1859': 'May the
Vicar of my son, Pope Pius lX (this is the first of five Popes listed in
the La Salette prophecies) never leave Rome again after 1859; may
he, however, be steadfast and noble, may he fight with the
weapons of faith and love. I will be at his side.' Very interesting!
Mary is asserting her role in these End Times already by saying that
she will be at the side of Pope Pius lX. And notice, the first sentence
again gives the date; that would be 1859. And shortly after that the
Vatican lost its sovereignty over the city of Rome to the Italian
government. And that is Mary's next concern, and we go back to this
slide: 'May he be on guard (this is still Pope Pius lX Mary is talking
about) against Napoleon (this is Napoleon lll) he is two-faced, and
when he wishes to make himself Pope as well as Emperor, God
will soon draw back from him. He is the eagle who always wanting
to ascend further, will fall on the sword he wished to use to force
his people to be raised up.'
So we see that this section began in 1859 and now we are already up
to 1870 because Napoleon lll reigned from 1859 to 1870. 'Italy will be
punished for her ambition to shake off the yoke of the Lord of
Lords. And so she will be left to fight a war; blood will flow on all
sides. Churches will be locked up or desecrated. Priests and
religious orders will be hunted down and made to die a cruel
death. Several will abandon the faith, and a great number of
priests and members of religious orders will break away from the
true religion; among these people there will even be bishops.' I
suspect this refers to World War 2; in other words, we are now up to
between the 1930s and 1944. So you see, Mary is still following a very
strict chronology. In fact, she never varies from this strict chronology,
as long as you understand how the prophecy is broken up into seven
sections.
'May the Pope guard against the performers of miracles. For the
time has come when the most astonishing wonders will take
place on the earth and in the air.' So where are we now as far as
chronology goes? What Pope has to guard against miracles? First of
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all, these must be false miracles or the Pope would not have to guard
against them. Can you think of any Pope in the past that has had to
guard against false miracles, let's say, Pope John Paul ll, for example?
Could it be that Mary is talking about Pope Benedict? And the reason I
say that; does he have to guard against the false miracles of the False
Prophet or the Antichrist? Those are the only two people I can think of
in Bible prophecy who are going to cause false miracles. And I want to
show you an interesting clipping here; this is about Pope Francis: 'The
healing Pope, the list of miracles performed by Pope Francis'. Is
Pope Francis performing the false miracles and is Pope Benedict the
Pope that Mary says must guard against false miracles?

https://www.standardmedia.co.ke/article/2000183426/the-healing-pope-list-ofmiracles-performed-by-pope-francis

Let me give you a summary of section two which we've just completed.
This section began with Pope Pius lX in 1859. It continued through
Napoleon lll in 1870 and it continued on into World War 2, I believe, the
1930s to 1944. And now, right up to our present time. The only workers
of false miracles that I can think of would be the Antichrist and the
False Prophet and the Pope who must guard against them would be
Benedict XVl. I really don't think it is Pope Francis who is guarding
against the false miracles; I suspect that he is the one performing the
false miracles. So now, Mary has completed section two with another
End Times event, that is the reign and the false miracles of the
Antichrist and the False Prophet.
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And she now goes back to 1864 and I call this section, 'Zombies and
Alien Abductions' as I will explain in a minute: 'In the year 1864,
Lucifer together with a large number of demons will be loosed
from hell; they will put an end to faith little by little, even in those
dedicated to God. They will bind them in such a way that unless
they are blessed with a special grace, these people will take on
the spirit of these angels of hell; several institutions will lose all
faith it will lose many souls.' Once again, Mary goes back to a
specific year; this would be 1864. Now, I'm not sure what the release of
Lucifer and the demons refers to; it could very well refer to a specific
year, but I'm not sure what it is, I haven't done enough research on
this; maybe there was some certain event. I suspect priests who are
into exorcism would know if there was an outbreak of demons at that
particular time.
Let's continue with section three: 'Evil books will be abundant on
earth and the spirit of darkness will spread everywhere a
universal slackening of all that concerns the service of God. They
will have great power over Nature: there will be churches built to
serve these evil spirits.’ I'm not sure but I am wondering if maybe
the Church of Scientology, which was founded by L. Ron Hubbard in
1952, could that be the church that she is talking about, built to serve
evil spirits. I know the Church of Scientology believes in aliens and
UFOs and they do not consider them demons, whereas that is, in fact,
what they are. Let's return to section three: 'People will be
transported from one place to another by these evil spirits, even
priests, for they will not have been guided by the good spirit of
the Gospel which is a spirit of humility charity and zeal for the
glory of God.' Mary is actually prophesying here about alien
abductions and they are real, and Mary would not be talking about
them if they were not real. When was the first famous case of alien
abduction? I don't know if you remember it or not but I believe it was
Betty and Barney Hill. If you look those up, I think that was the first
publicized case of alien abduction.
Let's go back to section 3 again: 'On occasions, the dead and the
righteous will be brought back to life.’ Mary is talking about zombies
here; can you imagine that? And a lot of people questioned Melanie at
the time. She would travel throughout Europe and give this prophecy
word-for-word. By the way, every time she gave it, it was accurate and
never changed, she told the people that. And they asked her, how is it
that you can remember this word-for-word and she said 'When Mary
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tells you something you never forget it.' So let's go back and see
what Melanie has to say, because they kept after her, and they said,
'What are you talking about here?'. So here is her explanation; and I
put this in italics because this is not actually part of the prophecy: 'That
is to say that these dead will take on the form of righteous souls
that had lived on earth, in order to lead men further astray; these
so-called resurrected dead, who will be nothing but the devil in
this form, will preach another gospel contrary to that of the true
Christ Jesus, denying the existence of heaven; that is also to say
the souls of the damned. All these souls will appear as if joined to
their bodies.’
A lot of people don't believe in Zombies but actually they are true and I
recommend a book by Randy Barr called 'Inside the New Age
Nightmare'; fascinating story! And he said he went to a witches coven
once, I forgot what they call those things, seances, I don't know, it was
a witches coven and before the night was over he realized that at least
five of the thirteen people in that coven were not alive, they were dead;
they were zombies. And he was killed for revealing that, by the way.
He was murdered. He was killed in an automobile accident. Sad
situation because he was deep into the New Age nightmare and he
extricated himself from it and that made Satan very angry: that he was
able to get out of the New Age nightmare.
Notice that Mary is still prophesying in sequence here, a chronological
order. So let's return to that section: 'Everywhere there will be
extraordinary wonders, as true faith has faded and false light
shines on the world. Woe to the Princes of the Church who think
only of piling riches upon riches to protect their authority and
proud domination. (That sounds like it comes right out of today's
headlines.) The Vicar of my Son (now this is the second specific pope
referred to) will have much to suffer because for a time the
Church will be the victim of great persecution, this will be a time
of darkness and the Church will suffer a frightful crisis.’ The
previous date given in this section was that Betty and Barney Hill were
abducted in 1961. Therefore, this Pope, this next Pope, 'the Vicar of
my Son who suffers', must be Pope Paul Vl and his reign began in
1963. And Pope Paul Vl referred to this darkness as the smoke of
Satan which he said from some crevice entered into the Catholic
Church. Mary's reference to alien abductions helps to pinpoint the
identity of this Pope. And it is well known that Pope Paul Vl did suffer a
great deal. In fact, at Bayside, Mary said that the Vatican replaced
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Pope Paul Vl on public occasions with a body double. And the time of
the frightful crisis that Mary talks about here most likely refers to
Vatican 2 which concluded in 1965.
Let's continue with section three: 'As the holy faith of God is
forgotten, every individual will wish to be his own guide and be
superior to his fellow man.' I'm going to suggest this refers to the
encyclical 'Humanae Vitae' by Pope Paul Vl and there was an awful
lot of rebellion against his encyclical in the Catholic Church. Continuing
with this section: 'Civil and ecclesiastical Authority will be
abolished. All order and all justice will be trampled underfoot.
Nothing will be seen but murder, hatred, jealousy, falsehood and
discord without love for the mother country or for the family. The
Holy Father will suffer a great deal. I will be with him until the end
and receive his sacrifice.' Notice that phrase, no love for the 'mother
country'. Mary is not a globalist! That's just the opposite of Pope
Francis. Did you see the other day: Pope Francis wants America to be
under global government! He says it would be good for us. This La
Salette prophecy is pointing out the fallacies, I believe, of Pope
Francis.
Now, the Holy Father who suffered a great deal is not Pope Paul Vl,
who did suffer, but his life was not a sacrifice, as Mary says here. The
next Pope after Pope Paul Vl was Pope John Paul l and his life was a
sacrifice because he was murdered. And at Bayside Mary tells us the
three Cardinals who murdered Pope John Paul l: Cardinal Benelli,
Cardinal Villot, and Cardinal Casaroli. I think Taylor Marshall just did a
program on the murder of John Paul l. But after John Paul l comes
John Paul ll. And this can't be the same Pope. In other words Mary
talks about a different Pope here even though she doesn't identify him
because she says there were several attempts on his life. That can't be
Pope John Paul l but it most certainly does refer to Pope John Paul ll.
Let me find that for you in the prophecy: 'The wicked will make
several attempts on his life but they cannot harm him.' Now, this
first assassination attempt was on May 13, 1981. So we're following in
a strict sequence.
And let me go back to this section: ‘But neither he nor his successor
will see the triumph of the Church of God'. Let me read that again;
that's extremely important: 'But neither he nor his successor will
see the triumph of the Church of God.’ So that means that the
successor of Pope John Paul 2, that would be Pope Benedict, will not
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see the triumph of the Church of God. Now, Mary mentions four popes
in a row here: Pope Paul Vl, Pope John Paul l, Pope John Paul ll and
his successor, Pope Benedict, but no Pope Francis! Does that make
any sense? That to me tells us that Mary is saying that Pope Francis is
not a true pope; he doesn't belong in this succession. Some Pope may
see the triumph of the Church but it's not going to be Pope John Paul
2, we know that, and it's not going to be Pope Benedict either. Now, if it
were Pope Francis who sees the triumph of the Church I would
certainly think Mary would mention that! I mean, that would be very
important. Is it possible that there won't be a true Pope that sees that
the triumph of the Church, or maybe there will be no Pope? But it's
very interesting that four true popes are mentioned in a row but not
Pope Francis.
Instead of Pope Francis she talks of, or instead of the successor of
Pope Benedict, she talks about the tribulation period. Let me show you
that in this third section: 'All the civil governments will have one and
the same plan, which will be to abolish and do away with every
religious principle to make way for materialism, atheism,
spiritualism, and vice of all kinds.' Well, that's the aim of the Deep
State today; that's the aim of the Scarlet Beast, in other words,
International Communism. So Mary skipped right over the possibility of
a Pope following Pope Benedict who sees this final battle. And this
reference to these civil governments having one and the same plan,
that's almost the exact same wording that we find in Revelation 17,
verses 12 through 13. Once again, we see that Mary has listed all
these events in this third section in chronological order.
So let me review those: first, Lucifer released the demons in 1864. As I
said, I'm not sure what that refers to. Then there were the churches of
evil spirits, maybe Scientology in 1952. Then came UFOs and alien
abductions; remember Barney and Betty Hill in 1961. Then came the
suffering Pope, that was Pope Paul Vl; he reigned in 1963. Then there
was a frightful crisis within the Church which was undoubtedly Vatican
2. That ended in 1965. Then there was disobedience and that was
likely, I believe, to Humanae Vitae; that was 1968. Then we came to
the first pope who was murdered, Pope John Paul 1. He was killed in
1978. Then we came to Pope John Paul 2 from 1978 to 2005; that was
his reign, then Pope Benedict; he is our current reigning Pope, in my
opinion, to 2005; four consecutive Popes in order: no Pope Francis!
That tells me that Mary gave those four popes in specific chronological
order to make it appear that if there's no Pope Francis, his absence
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sticks out like a sore thumb. There should be a fifth Pope in there
because Mary skipped right over him and goes to the Deep State reign
of the Antichrist. And that is the last event in section three.
So let's go next to just a little bit of section four which I call
the 'Thousand Years of Peace' and once again Mary gives us
another year. That's how we know that we are going back in time and
that we are starting a new section: 'In the year 1865, there will be
desecration of holy places. In convents, the flowers of the Church
will decompose and the devil will make himself like the King of all
hearts. May those in charge of religious communities be on their
guard against the people they must receive, for the devil will
resort to all his evil tricks to introduce sinners into religious
orders, for disorder and the love of carnal pleasure will be spread
all over the earth.' Well, this refers to a specific event, in my opinion;
this refers to Bella Dodd, the Communist leader. She was given the
task by her superiors of infiltrating Catholic seminaries back in the
1930s and 40s. And we see the result of that strategy even today. As
Michael Voris likes to point out, not only that the Communist
seminarians entered the Catholic Church but they rose to positions of
power and they then nominated their kind to enter seminaries. And
therefore we have a lot of people in the Church who are working
against Jesus Christ in our Church.
Let me continue with this fourth section: 'France, Italy, Spain, and
England will be at war. Blood will flow in the streets. Frenchmen
will fight Frenchmen, Italian will fight Italian.' The only war after
1865 which involved all four of those nations was World War 2, not
World War 1, by the way, and this is very important because Mary says
following this war there will be another huge war. Therefore Mary's
prophesying here that there will be a World War 3. Continuing now with
section 4: 'A general war will follow which will be appalling. For a
time, God will cease to remember France and Italy because the
Gospel of Jesus Christ has been forgotten. The wicked will make
use of all their evil ways. Men will kill each other, massacre each
other, even in their own homes.’ This reminds me of the prophecy of
Jacinta of Fatima who said there would be a ‘secret of heaven' and a
'secret of earth'. This is the 'secret of earth', and this ‘general war’ can
only refer to World War 3.
And Mary adds that God will forget France and Italy. Now I wonder,
why He will forget them? Is it because the dogma of the faith will not be
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preserved in those two countries? Remember, Mary said in the Third
Secret that in Portugal 'the dogma of the faith will be
preserved'. And we now know that in Poland the dogma of the faith
will be preserved. Could it be that Mary is saying here that the dogma
of the faith will not be preserved in France and Italy? And so that
concludes the first half of the La Salette prophecy. To sum it up, for
me, the most important revelation is about the False Prophet and it
looks to me as if Mary is indicating that Pope Francis is the False
Prophet; he is the one who is performing fake miracles and whom
Pope Benedict must be on guard against. In part two, I will go over the
second half of the prophecy of La Salette which I believe is meant to
indicate who the Antichrist is. However, the bad news is, I haven't
figured out who Mary is pointing to.
I put a link below to John Leary's website and Sister Renee Mauser
talked about that this afternoon, so if you're interested in seeing what
she was talking about; refugees' safe places during the Tribulation
Period, here is the link. (Note: use search bar at the top of page.)
http://johnleary.com
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